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ABSTRACT

Theoretical studies of the resistive equilibrium and

stability of an EXTRAP Z-pinch are reported. Extending the

previous analysis we reassess properties of the resistive

equilibrium in EXTRAP with the emphasis on the time depen-

dence of the latter. We also qualitatively consider the role

of resistive instabilities in EXTRAP, showing that the typical

timescale of the filamentation of the discharge (i.e. the

non-linear development of the tearing instability) is comparable,

at present, to the discharge duration. On the other hand, we

emphasize that this phenomenon may still be consistent with the

experimental observation of the Bennet's equilibrium. The

processes of the current start-up and ramp up are also analysed

for EXTRAP and it is shown that the pecularities of these processes

in EXTRAP may lead to the compression oscillations around an

evolving rather stable equilibrium. The frequency of these

oscillations is given. Finally, some consequences of the average

minimum-B concept for EXTRAP are discussed and it is shown that

this issue virtually reduces to the appearance of the negative

curvature of the magnetic field at the periphery. The maximum

attainable value of 6 at the periphery of the pinch is

obtained, as required by the ballooning stability criterion.

The influence of the finite resistivity m the ballooning mode

is also estimated.



RESISTIVE EFFECTS IN EXTRAP

The most obvious way to make a magnetic fusion reactor is

to drive a strong current along a plasma column. The associated

poloidal magnetic field provides for the plasma heating, compres-

sion and confinement. The simple "dynamic pinch" was a main topic

of fusion research during its early years.

Unfortunately, this scheme turned out to be extremely unstable

on the Alfvén transit time scale, less than lysec.

The suggestion that generating a high-beta Z-pinch in a

purely transverse, strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field, produced

by currents in external conductors, would strongly enhance the

plasma stability of a Z-pinch was first put forward by Lehnert

(see Fig.l) [1.2]. His idea was confirmed by further experiments

[3J. Stable discharges were attainad for around 50 ysec, which

corresponds to about 100 Alfvén transit times.

Ideal magnetohydrodynamic theory established its credentials

as an experimental predictor by accounting for the development of

a sausage-like (m=0) and kink-like (m=l) instabilities in a Z-pinch.

Theoretical studies then concentrated in searching for conditions

that might provide for stability within the frame of the ideal

MHD theory.

Kadomtsev [4] demonstrated that the classical Z-pinch might

be stabilized against the most unstable flute modes if some speci-

fic conditions, listed below, on a plasma pressure profile would

be fulfilled. For stability of the azimuthally symmetry perturb-

ations m=0 the following condition has to be satisfied:

-dlnp/dlnr < 4k/(2 + kg) (1)

2
where 6*8Ttp/B is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the

magnetic field pressure, k is the adiabatic parameter.



Substituting Bennet's relation into Eq. 1, it yields for the

limiting form of the pressure profile, given by parametric

dependence on $(k=5/3):

P = P0{B/(0.8 + B)}
2" 5 (2)

r = R{3 + 0.8)/6} 1 > 2 5 (3)

where p» is the plasma pressure at the O-point and R is the

arbitrary radius of the pinch. The profile, given by Eqs. (2-3)

is shown in Fig.2. According to Eqs. (2-3), a pressure profile,

stable to sausage instabilities, should not decrease faster than

r =r~ . The same result has been independently reproduced

by Lehnert in 1976 [5].

In the same study of Kadcmtsev azimuthally dependent perturb-

ations were analysed and it was shown that the stability criterion

for such perturbations is:

-dlnp/dlnr < m2/8 (4)

where m is the poloidal mode number. This criterion was compared

with criterion (1) to determine it if is less or more restrictive

condition with the result. For weak kinks m,>2 the condition (1)

is sufficient for stability. On the other hand in the inner core

of the pinch, where the B value is large ($>2k/3), strong kinks

(m=l) are unstable even if Eq. (1) is satisfied. In other words,

the inner core of the pinch is more susceptible to the development

of strong kink instability and the periphery to the sausages.

Therefore the pressure distribution/ shown on Fig.l, is unstable

in its inner part to kink modes, as follows from Eq.(4) for m»l.

However, if a current carrying conductor placed at the 0-axis

is used to reduce 6 within some fraction of the inner core

and as long as Eq. (1) is satisfied at the periphery,



then the plasma can be stabilized. Considering the case of the

low pressure plasma (B<<1) , Eq.(1) takes the form

-dlnp/dlnr < 2k (5)

Thus, if the toroidal magnetic field is absent and the plasma

pressure is much less than the magnetic field pressure, the

criterion (5) determines the stability of a pinch. Kadomtsev

also showed that Eq. (5) can be easily extended to an arbitrary

magnetic field configuration with the closed magnetic field lines.

Introducing a new parameter U=$dl/B, well known since in fusion

research, he has shown that the criterion (5) for an arbitrary

configuration takes the form:

dp/dU < kp/|Uj (6)

Obviously, the condition (6) also applies to EXTRAP, as shown by

Dalhed and Hellsten [6], using the GATO code.

While the ideal MHD treatment seems rather satisfactory

at first sight, it suffers from some very serious flaws. First

of all, as discussed by Lehnert in a number of articles on this

subject [7], large Larmor radius effects are completely neglected

in the ideal MHD theory. He has shown that they might significantly

modify results derived from the ideal MHD, and alter many con-

clusions, whi^h follow from the latter.

Secondly, in the ideal MHD studies the primitive plasma-vacuum

boundary picture is invoked. It leads to many implications, which

are not met in EXTRAP. One of them is that the region outside the

separatrix is not really a vacuum, but rather a region of fairly

good conductivity, filled with a low $ plasma. It means that there

is a finite plasma current density there. The proof for that comes

from a simple estimate of a neutral particle average life time



compared with the typical discharge duration time in EXTRAP.

Assuming that a neutral particle has an average energy of 2eV,

hence a velocity V about 1.4 10 cm/sec, the electron plasma

density around 10 cm , the electron temperature around 10 eV

and the diameter of EXTRAP is 5 cm. Then including only the

charge-exchange and electron impact ionization processes and

equating the ion density with the electron density we have for a

mean free path of a neutral particle-plasma interaction:

l n = 0.37 mm (7)

and for an interaction with a wall 1 =20 mm. Then the particle
w r

total mean free path lfcot is

Thus the first generation of neutrals survives approximately

0.034 us,which is much shorter than both the discharge duration

and the anticipated confinement time in EXTRAP. For a wall-near

region this typical time scale will decrease even further. Thus,

there are large amounts of neutral gas there, and this might lead

to a partially ionized cold-mantle, as described in [8]. This

estimate also implies that a discharge in EXTRAP is refuelled

many times before its termination. It constitutes an important

difference with the conventional Z-pinch, because EXTRAP lasts

much longer.

In the present study we reassess properties of the resistive

equilibrium in EXTRAP with the emphasis on the time dependence of

the latter. We also qualitatively consider the role of resistive

instabilities in EXTRAP and their plausible implications for the

existing experiment.



2. Time-dependent equilibrium in a pinch.

In this part of our study we present some results, discussed

before, in more detail and calculate some parameters explicitly,

which seem important for the current and planned experiments. As

discussed before [9], the character of the transport changes in the

different regions of a pinch. In this part of the study in order

to simplify for the reader we list the Maxwell and transport equa-

tions, usually used in a Z-pinch. Besides, we employ cylindrical

coordinates, bearing in mind that in EXTRAP flux coordinates are pre-

ferable. However for our purposes the expense of making analysis

less transparent and more tedious by working in flux coordinates

seems to be unmotivated. So we leave this simple extension for a

subsequent study.

Starting from Maxwell equations in the form

3(rB)/rSr = 4nj /c (9)

3Ez/3r = 3B/3t (10)

and Ohm's law

J = a(E, + VB/c) (11)

where V is the mass flow velocity and o is the plasma con-

ductivity, dependent only on the plasma temperature

o = o 0T
3 / 2 (12)

where oQ is a constant equal to 8.8»10
12V~3'2s"1, if T is taken

in eV. Turning over to transport equations, we get for the particle

balance



t + 3(nrv)/r3r = nnnS (13)

where S is the ionization rate. The momentum balance is substi-

tuted by the force equilibrium, so that viscous effects are

neglected:

nmdv/dt = -3p3r + Jz
B/c (14)

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (14) for the stationary case, we

get the expression for the mass flow velocity:

v = -cEz/B - C
2/D-B

23p3r (15)

The first term in Eq. (15) is the drift velocity in a ExB field

and described the well known Ware effect, the second term is the

outward diffusion velocity. So these two terms are counteracting

and their balance determines the expansion or the compression of

a pinch.

Finally the energy balance derived by Braginskii [10J reads;

1.5 Dp/Dt + 2.5 pV-V- V-q + 1.5j.VTe/e -jJé*
n) ' Q <16)

where Q is the total energy input and D/Dt=3/3t+vV. The

first term in Eq. (16) described the change in the internal energy

of the plasma, the following two terms are related to particle

fluxes, carried by the mass flow and q is the energy flow asso-

ciated with the random motion in the coordinate system in which

the particle flow velocity is zero. The last two terms show that



in the most general case the energy balance is not only the function

of the global plasma parameters, but also dependent on the electron

component parameters explicitly. However, in EXTRAP these terms

vanish because of the axisymmetry. We notice that the well known

Bennet relation [11] easily follows from Eqs. (9) and (14) with

the result:

2c2N(Ti + T ) = I
2 + 2C 2TTR 2P(R)

where T is the average electron and ion temperature, defined as

T=/T(r)n (r) 2TTrdr, N=/n (r) 2TTrdr is the well known line density,

R is a pinch radius and p(R) is the plasma pressure at the

separatrix.

Combining now Eqs. (9-11) we easily arrive to the following

equation, containing only magnetic field:

3B/3t + 3(vB)/3r = C2/4TTO3 {3 (rB)/r3r }/3r (18)

The magnetic field is carried by the mass flow with the same velocity

(the second term at the left hand side of Eq. (18)) and also diffuses

due to the finite conductivity with the diffusion coefficient,
2

given by D =c /4TTO. The depth of the magnetic field penetration

into the plasma is given by A=/D t. An important parameter is

the ratio of a pinch radius to the penetration depth. It is con-

venient to introduce the resistive time scale, defined as:

This parameter is very important for our analysis and therefore we

give both the technical formula for it and the plot of its parametric

dependence on the pinch radius, the current and the line density



(see Fig.3), derived using the Bennet relation (17):

= 1.91015R2[cm]I3[ka]/N3/2[cm] (20)

We immediately notice that for EXTRAP (R=2cm, I=20kA and

N=3.10 cm ) the resistive time scale is equal to 15 \is, which

is of the order of the duration of the discharge. Applying, however,

the estimate (20) to the anticipated reactor regime with much higher

currents and pinch radius this effect would not be of long term

importance, since t
res would grow significantly. We mention here

that it is not the case if a correct tearing mode theory is applied

and the resistive effects are taken into account properly.

As emphasized before, the resistive time scale is also important

for the plasma density distribution in a pinch. As seen from Eqs.

(13,18) the redistribution of the magnetic field in the discharge

(the diffusion of the magnetic field) implies the redistribution

of the density (the plasma diffusion in this magnetic field) on

the same time scale t . The other interesting point is the

relationship between the resistive time scale and the typical

collision time between electrons and ions. Using the definition of

the plasma conductivity, we get:

= e2N/mc2tcol (21)

2 2 4

For the case of EXTRAP the parameter e N/mc (~10 ) is much larger

than unity and t
r e s

> > t
c o i '

 s o recent applications of the colli-

sionless models to EXTRAP equilibrium seem to be very doubtful [12].

Summarizing we conclude that if the time scale of the vari<-*• ions

of magnetic fields (or pinch and external currents) is much shorter

than the resistive time scale, when the picture of the "frozen in"

magnetic field applies and the term, describing the magnetic field

diffusion can be neglected. On the other hand , for slow processes

with typical time scales much longer than the resistive time, the

resistive equilibrium, described before should be valid.



We turn now to the energy balance. As emphasized in our

previous studies [9], the time-dependent analysis of the energy

balance is extremely important both for the understanding of the

current ramp-up in EXTRAP discharges and also for the assessment

of properties of the resulting quasi-stationary equilibrium in it.

In order to avoid the complicated questions on the form of profiles

of the plasma parameters, we integrate the energy balance over the

plasma cross-section with the result:

3/ndT/dt2Trrdr + 2fnTd (rv) /r9r2Ttrdr + /3 (rq) /r32frdr /j

(22)

Here, we assumed that the temperature is a slow varying function

and used Eq. (13) .

Considering as before the homogeneous case, where it is

assumed that 3r/3t=r3R/R3t (the particle flow velocity grows

homogeneously with the distance from the 0-point), we easily get

as in [9]

3NdT/dt + 4NTdR/Rdt = fI2/irR2o - Q1 (23)

where Q± is the total loss of energy from the pinch and f is

the coefficient accounting for the skin layer thickness of the

pinch. It is approximately equal to the ratio of the pinch radius

to the skin depth.

Combining now the terms at the left hand side of Eq. (23) and

neglecting the losses for a while, we get:

2T3/2)/dt = (̂  (24)2NTd(lnR2T

The physical meaning of Eq. (24) is obvious, but very interesting.

It exactly coincides with the second law of thermodynamics and
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implies the interpretation of the resistive time scale

T as an entropy of a pinch. So often discussed

adiabatic approximation [13 ] actually means that the parameter
2 2IIR T is assumed to be constant.

Using Eq. (24) we now discuss the processes of the current

start-up and ramp-up in EXTRAP. For convenience we express parameters

in Eq. (24) through the pinch current, because it is determined by

the external circuit and can be easily varied in the experiment.

Introducing the entropy of the pinch, defined above, and using

Bennet's relation, we get

dE/dt = 2f(t) (25)

which for slow processes yields:

E(t) = EQ(1 + 2t/EQ) (26)

and for adiabatic processes implies just simply:

E(t) = E Q (27)

where E is the value of the resistive time at the start-up phase.

From Eqs. (26) and (27) scaling laws, relating the time-dependent

values of the pinch radius and the pinch current, take the form for

slow processes (t>expEQ):

R2(t) = R 2
0 I

3
0 d • 2t/EQ)/I

3(t) (28)

and for fast or adiabatic processes:
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R2(t) = R2
0I

3
0/I

3(t) (29)

Eqs. (28-29) provide the tool to analyse the start-up process in

EXTRAP. Substituting the definition of the entropy of the pinch,

we get:

2dR/Rdt = 2f/E(t) - 3dI/Idt (30)

The expansion or the compression is determined by the signature of

the right hand-side of Eq. (30). At the periphery of EXTRAP (outside

the separatrix the start-up phase should be considered as a fast

process and f=l, so that the threshold for the inward motion is:

EdI/Idt > 2/3 (31)

Assuming that in the outer part of the discharge the initial radius

is around 5 cm, the plasma temperature is around 2eV and the plasma
— 9

current around lkA, we get dI/dt>10 A/sec. On the other hand,

the start-up threshold in the inner part of the discharge is

determined by another condition, as follows from Eq. (30). In this

case f^l and the pinch grows outward, because the condition

EdI/Idt < 20 (32)

is automatically fulfilled there. This difference arises due to

the strong dependence of the initial value of the entropy on the

pinch radius after the breakdown processes have taken place. The

result of this analysis suggests that the steady-state plasma

equilibrium may be thought of as resulting from a collision between

two current sheets, put into motion magnetically. One of these is

moving radially outward, starting from the 0-point, while the other

is travelling inward as in any other configuration. It results in a
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number of distinct bounces, observed experimentally [14], which

probably are compression oscillations around an evolving rather

stable equilibrium. This process turns out to be a fast process in

the sense, defined above. Our estimates show that the frequency

of these oscillations is given by:

( 3 3)

which gives 4.95 Mhz for EXTRAP. This estimate proves that these

oscillations are, indeed, fast processes. It also indicates that

even a fastest unstable fluid mode in EXTRAP would have a growth

rate slow compared with frequencies of these oscillations. The

explanation is found in the fact that the radius of curvature at

the periphery of EXTRAP is always very large, compared to the

distance of the 0-point. It might be the reason for the clear

observation of these oscillations [14],

As discussed before [9], the later stages of a discharge are

governed by the power losses and the quasi-stationary equilibrium

is the direct consequence of a major power loss, which might dominate

under varying experimental conditions. Various loss mechanisms were

considered in [9] and it was shown that both the temporal and the

quasi steady-state values of the pinch radius are functions of

the latter. It seems consistent with experimental findings that the

pinch radius in EXTRAP coincides with the separatrix and suggests

that the main loss of energy occurs through the radial heat con-

duction as soon as the pinch radius reaches the separatrix.
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3. Application of the tearing mode theory in EXTRAP.

The marked divergence of the experimentally observed phenomena

from the predictions of the ideal MHD led in the early 60's to the

formulation of the finite resistivity stability theory. Beginning

in the 70's advanced plasma diagnostics have served to establish

the direct correspondence between the predictions of this theory

and experimental plasma behaviour, particularly in tokamaks. However,

for the case of EXTRAP the implications of the finite resistivity

stability theory have not been studied so far. Here we aim at the

first quantitative assessment of these effects and give the outline

for both the future experimental and theoretical studies.

Following Furth [15 ] we briefly review some of the major

findings of this theory. The main equations involved in this theory

are the Eqs. (13, 14 and 18)from the previous chapter. The simpli-

fying assumptions are the incompressibility in Eq. (13) , the neglect

of the effect of the gradients of the resistivity and the plasma

pressure. When Eqs. (13,14 and 18) are linearized under these

assumptions two coupled second-order differential equations result,

one for the perpendicular magnetic field perturbation B , and

another for the velocity perturbation V ,. As soon as this seeming-

ly difficult mathematical problem was put on the computer, it turned

out that for large values of the ratio t /t ,_>>1, a narrow
res AXX

"singular layer" developed at the null of the magnetic field. In

EXTRAP it corresponds to the area in the vicinity of the X-points,

pertinent to this configuration. In this "singular layer" the

perturbation of the velocity is large and the first derivative of

the magnetic field perturbation underwent a sharp discontinuity.

The critical parameter turned out to be the discontinuity of the

logarithmic derivative of the magnetic field perturbation. This

quantity was found to depend only on the structure of the zero order

field configuration and on the boundary conditions on the magnetic

field perturbation, which would be influenced by the presence of

the conductive shell on the outside.

To obtain the quantitative information on the growth rate of

this instability, the following quadratic form was considered:
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V • wtregM + w
2t a l f

2K = A (34)

where V = <B>~2/dy[(Byl)
2 + k2B2

 1-B
t
xQB ,C] (35)

M = <B>"2/dy[Byl + C B x Q ]
2 (36)

K = R2/dy[(?')2 + k2C2] (37)

The quantity V is the potential magnetic energy that can be

liberated by the perturbation. Outside the narrow layer the simple

ideal MUD relation B .=< jB Q can be used to transform the form

(3 4) into the form or the conventional energy principle. The novel-

ty of the finite resistivity case is that the magnetic field

perturbation does not have to vanish at *:he X-point. As a result

of that,the potential energy V can manage to make a negative con-

tribution even in the case of the plane current layer, where there

are no unstable ideal MHD modes at all.

If B , fails to vanish at B =0, then the positive

quantity M does not vanish either. Since we are looking for modes

that grow on a time scale t<<t _, it follows from Eq. (34) that

M must be as small as possible. In other words, any departure from

B i=~£vi
B
xo

 m u s t be restricted to some singular layer of small

width6./ inside of which the maintenance of finite B , is unavoid-

able if V is to make its destabilizing contribution.

There is, of course, another way to keep M small, by letting

E, become very large as the zero order field approaches its null.

The penalty for this tactic is that for Éyj/^e" , Syi/^ »

positively defined quantities K and M become very large. The

best compromise is to make terms M and K approximately equal

and exactly compensating the negative contribution of V. From

Eqs. (3 4-3 7) we then have

fcresM/t % ( tAlf / t ) 2 K ^ ~ M / 2
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Using the previous estimates we obtain for the growth rate and the

time scale for this instability

(39)

g = tres/t (40)

For the EXTRAP device it gives the typical time for the development

of this instability around 3psec, which is shorter than the dis-

charge duration time. However»according to the theory, finite resis-

tivity allows flux to link across the X-line so that close-loop

patterns develop. Tearing is then caused by the attraction of

parallel currents so that the current layer goes over into the array

of filaments, which, however, can still meet Bennet's relation. This

qualitative picture seems to be consistent with the observations

in EXTRAP, if it is kept in mind that this secondary phase takes a

much longer time than the growth rate, given by (39). Finally,

the individual filaments should be again the subjects for ideal

instabilities, which usually give rise to the neutron bursts in

deuterium.

Allowance for finite pressure gradients, neglected so far,

introduces another important class of instabilities, modified by

the resistive effects. It is well-known that in the toroidal confine-

ment geometries, pressure gradients, directed opposite to the radius

of curvature of the magnetic field, give rise to fluid instabilities.

The demonstration of the average minimum-B stabilization by

Yoffe et al [16] had a powerful impact not only on mirror research

but also on other toroidal confinement concepts. It was shown later

that the reversal of sign of curvature not only eliminates the

resistive fluid modes, but also significantly reduces the growth

rate of the tearing mode.

Therefore in the original proposal of Lehnert [1,2] the deform-
i

ation of the shape of the magnetic field structure at the pinch
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boundary, provided by the vacuum field, ultimately led to the

diamond-like shape of the pinch cross-section. This picture implied

that field lines would have a good (negative) curvature there and

would be expected to provide a stabilizing influence. However, this

picture was abandoned in the later studies because it was argued

that the equilibrium calculations [17] did not confirm the existence

of regions with negative curvatures. It is important to emphasize

that the whole question of whether regions with negative curvature

appear or not, is extremely sensitive to the equilibrium and,hence,

the assumptions made in calculating the latter. Cary [18],assuming

the superposition of the pinch generated field with the octupole

field in order to keep the theory analytically tractable, found that

there was a fluid stable region of the pinch cross-section, located

in the vicinity of the separatrix, where field lines did have a good

curvature. His analytic approach under the same assumptions have

been further extended in [19] and [20] to cases of the different

policity of the vacuum field.

However, the question remains on how sensitive conclusions are

to the exact equilibrium properties. Recently, Tendler and Zehrfeld

[21], studying numerically the free-boundary equilibrium of EXTRAP

configuration, have shown that in most of the cases the sign of the

curvature does, indeed, reverse at the periphery and therefore con-

firmed the previous speculations.

According to the previous arguments it seems plausible that

this configuration at least at the periphery has the property of the

favourable average gradient of the magnetic field. If it is the case

the flute instability would be transformed into the ballooning mode

with strongly enlarged amplitude in the regions of the unfavourable

magnetic curvature.

In its simplest interpretation the theory of such modes relies

upon the estimate of the growth rate of a perturbation, localized

in the region of the unfavourable curvature, given by

(41)
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where V. . is the ion thermal speed, R is the local radius of

curvature of field lines in a region with the unfavourable curvature,

1 is the typical scale length of the pressure gradient, which is

responsible for the destabilization. However, if the stabilizing

effect of the negative curvature reaion propagates along a field

line faster than the growth rate (41), then this instability is

suppressed. Therefore the threshold takes the form:

< ™Alf / LC ( 4 2 )

where L is the connection length along magnetic field lines

between regions of favourable and unfavourable curvature, V-,f is

the Alfvén speed. From Eq. (4 2) also follows the limit on the

maximum allowed value of 6 at the periphery of the pinch:

3 < TTipRc/Lc
2 (43)

It actually implies that the high-8 area in EXTRAP should be, indeed,

surrounded by a sufficiently low-3 region at the periphery. The

criterium (4 3) represents most certainly the operational limit of

EXTRAP.

If the influence of finite resistivity is taken into account,

this effect is significantly reduced and the criterium (42) gets

modified as follows:

where k is the wave number of the perturbation.

At present there is only circumstantial experimental evidence

that unfavourable curvature is actually harmfull to the confinement

in the current EXTRAP experiments. The general observation that

attempts to run the experiment with currents in the rods, parallel
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to the pinch current, led to the immediate termination of the

discharge and the tendency of the edge plasma to flow across the

magnetic field preferentially through the bad curvature area suggests

that ballooning effects should be kept in mind.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l. A linear EXTRAP configuration is produced by a Z-pinch,

generated along the axis of an octupole vacuum field,

induced by currents in four rod conductors, antiparallel

to the current in a pinch. The resulting configuration

is bounded by a separatrix, defined by four X-point

field nulls. The high-8 region is located around the

O-axis, and a low-B plasma, contained by a vacuum

field, is located outside this region.

Fig.2. The tentative picture of the pressure profile consis-

tent with the stability properties of EXTRAP.

Fig.3. The resistive time scale as a function of the plasma

radius for different values ot the pinch currents and

linear densities.

Fig.4. Magnetic field structure of the tearing mode.
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RESISTIVE EFFECTS 111 EXTRAP
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Theoretical studies of the resistive equilibrium and

stability of an EXTRAP Z-pinch are reported. Extending the

previous analysis we reassess properties of the resistive

equilibrium in EXTRAP with the emphasis on the time depen-

dence of the latter. We also qualitatively consider the role

of resistive instabilities in EXTRAP, showing that the typical

*iinescale of the filamentation of the discharge (i.e. the

non-linear development of the tearing instability) is comparable,

at present, to the discharge duration. On the other hand, we

emphasize that this phenomenon may still be consistent with the

experimental observation of the Bennet's equilibrium. The

processes of the current start-up and ramp up are also analysed

for EXTRAP and it is shown that the pecularities of these processes

in EXTRAP may lead to the compression oscillations around an

evolving rather stable equilibrium. The frequency of these

oscillations is given. Finally, some consequences of the average

minimum-B concept for EXTRAP are discussed and it is shown that

this issue virtually reduces to the appearance of the negative

curvature of the magnetic field at the periphery. The maximum

attainable value of S at the periphery of the pinch is

obtained, as required by the ballooning stability criterion.

The influence of the finite resistivity on the ballooning mode

is also estimated.

Key words: EXTRAP, resistive time scale, tearing mode, filament,

ballooning mode.


